I. INTRODUCTION TO THE DRAFT MINERAL POLICY
In 2018, the Indian government produced a draft mineral policy for non-fuel minerals (DMP).
1 By analysing some interesting features of the policy concerning the grant of mining rights, the use of mineral receipts and the participation of local communities in land use decision making, this piece evaluates (i) how well the policy recognizes constitutional principles of public trust 2 over mineral resources, 3 intergenerational equity 4 and sustainable development, (ii) the policy's lack of practical mechanisms for substantively implementing those principles, and (iii) suggests practical implementation mechanisms within the policy for advancing public trust and intergenerational equity.
The DMP extends an example of the tense balance India plays over attracting private concessionaires and implementing its constitutional duties on public trust and intergenerational equity. This is not a new dilemma. Local states have had been forced to rethink mining rights for public interest reasons, for example in Orissa Mining 5 concerning mining giant Vedanta's treatment of tribal peoples and in the 2018 Goa Foundation (GF) case. 6 There, the Supreme Court quashed eighty-eight mining concessions due to Goa's failure to require license holders to apply for new environmental clearances upon second renewal. In Reliance 7 the court ordered the renegotiation of private natural gas contracts unequivocally stating that private parties must be held accountable to the constitutional set-up on public trust and intergenerational equity.
The legal framework clearly has the tools for advancing sustainable mineral development. Yet, in practice, Indian mining development has more to do with power and economic incentive than public trust as the Common Cause 8 case which triggered the DMP reminds us. Writs filed with the court demonstrated a mining scandal where companies had rapaciously illegally mined iron and manganese ore destroying the environment and lives of tribal peoples. The sheer scale of illegal mining violations has resulted in new legislative amendments seeking to clarify the definition of illegal mining and the related quantum of penalties 9 . Common Cause sent a message to Indian policy makers to give serious consideration to mining policy and governance structures that permit powerful companies to routinely subvert principles of sustainable development. The court directed the government to have a fresh look at the national mineral policy with regard to mineral development and conservation and to produce an effective, meaningful and implementable policy.
Against this background, the DMP has made some positive strides. Section 1 affirms the public trust principle that minerals and their value are held by the state for the common good, and section 10 supports intergenerational equity stating that the state must receive the full value of extracted minerals. Sections on sustainable development encourage a comprehensive view of land use supporting protection of forests and the environment. Such a seemingly enlightened position must, however, be scrutinized in a context of government inability to produce an inviolable forest area policy and the ongoing dilution of the rights of India's tribal people under the Forest Rights Act 2009 (India) to give or refuse consent to projects affecting their lands.
The DMP contains some innovative requirements for moratoriums on mining in ecologically fragile and biologically rich areas which go further than existing rehabilitation and resettlement laws that require community consent but extend no veto right to land owners against private and public private partnership land acquisition projects. The DMP has therefore created a space for communities to lobby government to create off-limit areas. The policy also reaffirms constitutional protection of indigenous and tribal populations stating that concessions must include assessments of the economic, cultural, environmental and social impact on tribal persons of land acquisition processes, but it fails to mention the principle of free, prior and informed consent. Crucially, assessments must be taken into account as early as possible in the decision-making process to ensure sustainable development in the mining sector. Provisions requiring stakeholders to take early warning measures are a welcome addition in light of Goa Foundation in which the court disparaged the state's hasty rejection of fresh environmental clearances and in light of previous critiques on the adverse effects on rights implementation of the late consideration of social issues in project design.
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In sum, the above provisions support the first part of the Supreme Court's direction for a policy encouraging conservation, mineral development and intergenerational equity. Whether they translate into the second half of the court's direction for an effective, meaningful and crucially, implementable policy that include for example, mechanisms to ensure community participation and the early consideration of resettlement issues, will now be evaluated.
II. GAPS IN MECHANISMS FOR RIGHTS IMPLEMENTATION
Fundamental to the meaningful implementation of any sustainable mining policy is the process through which mining licences are granted. Goa Foundation concerned companies operating illegally without the environmental approvals required under the Mines and Minerals (Development and Regulation) Act 1957 (India) (MMDR). That case held that incentivizing private investment through rights of first refusal (which gives exploration licence holders a priority right to convert that licence into a mining licence), rather than an open auction system, is not contrary to constitutional principles of equality. Nonetheless, the case stated that there would be grounds for a community to challenge a decision not to hold a competitive auction on the basis of inadequate social and environmental considerations. Section 4.4 of the DMP prioritizes the grant of licences through rights of first refusal. Following Goa Foundation, the DMP could have included language prioritizing the grant of mineral rights through transparent auction systems. Such a policy mechanism would give teeth to the over-arching spirit of intergenerational equity and serving the common good that the policy purports to uphold.
Moreover, the DMP contains requirements for clearances to be streamlined and for related triggers at the higher state level in the event of delay in the approvals process. This is another troubling provision for its ambiguous prioritization of authorization regardless of the reasons for delay, which may arise from environmental or social concern. Furthermore, missing from the DMP are requirements for public disclosure of the decision-making processes for licence grant and renewal. Section 13 of the MMDR permits the government, through official gazette notification, to regulate the terms upon which mining licences are granted and renewed. A provision within the DMP requiring states to periodically provide this information for regular gazette would be a tangible means for transparent mineral development. If minerals are, as the policy states a 'common good', information about the processes through which they are distributed is also a public good.
As noted, the DMP has done well in carving space for granting preferential rights for tribal communities in the form of no-go mining areas that will prevent resettlement in areas of high biodiversity. It does not, however, extend suggestions for practically implementing sustainable development in the majority of contexts in which resettlement will occur. These could look like specific requirements on companies to consult and negotiate with communities and obligations on companies to enter into agreements for land access and compensation/benefit sharing.
11 It would be feasible to place the onus on prospective concessionaires to deliver (with their licence applications), guiding principles or heads of terms, to be made publically available, through which they plan to develop and implement full-blown agreements with communities. Such a provision would force companies to think about these measures early and would tangibly mobilize the early diligence principle. It would also provide communities with a tangible promise and supporting documents through which they could hold companies accountable in the event of future inaction.
Given that a major cause of weak or no resettlement monitoring or supervision is a lack of funds for resettlement programmes, the DMP has missed a chance for addressing the issue through concrete provisions that could further mobilize the early consideration principle; for example, requiring prospective concessionaires to deliver evidence of funds earmarked for resettlement within their project budgets or requirements that states set up decentralized offices with independent oversight that are dedicated to resettlement. Other methods by which the DMP could have included meaningful directions for early consideration of social issues is by requiring companies to lodge with the government information on the internal governance frameworks, if any, 12 they have in place for considering land resettlement. More broadly, the DMP should have required companies applying for licences to provide periodically updated information on corporate structure, who within the company is responsible for environmental and social matters, and which companies will be undertaking construction and operation of the mine, with requirements for that information to be publicly available.
The last suggestion for the DMP draws on a similar critique from GF 13 when it rightly states that the government has missed a real opportunity for setting up the mechanisms for a robust trust fund structure for the use of state mineral receipts .14 Section 6.12(b) contains a provision for the devolution of mining benefits directly to communities affected by mining projects through a Direct Mineral Foundation (DMF). This is a welcome addition as the payment of mineral receipts directly to citizens can be an 11 Benefit sharing agreements are standard requirements within indigenous peoples risk management policies of the International Finance Corporation, the Equator Principles and in domestic laws like the Australian Native Title Act 1993 (Cth). 12 If a company has no procedures the DMP would therefore require it to develop these processes in early project design. 13 'The Draft Mineral Policy is Designed to Promote Narrow Interests of Miners and their Lobbies', Counterview (7 February 2018) https://counterview.org/2018/02/07/the-draft-mineral-policy-is-designed-to-promote-narrow-interestsof-miners-and-their-lobbies/ (accessed 15 July 2018). effective measure for preventing the gross misallocation of public spending in mineralrich countries. However, that fund has no independent third party scrutiny and makes it the role of the government to monitor, review, allocate and spend implementation schemes under the fund: a position with a high corruption risk. A 2017 report 15 evaluating the implementation status of the DMF highlights the poor track record of even developing DMF plans, an administrative structure dominated by government officials with poor representation of local people and accountability deficits seen through a basic failure to register trust mechanisms appropriately and a lack of disclosure of the entities with which projects have been agreed.
The DMP could have given greater consideration to different types of private trust fund mechanisms. These include a national fund, like Norway's oil fund, the world's largest sovereign oil fund, set up to manage Norway's oil wealth for future generations by taking all the revenues the state receives from petroleum and investing it in financial assets abroad. A global south example is seen in the Chad Cameroon oil project, 16 in which the revenue from oil constitutes the trust assets and a board of trustees manages receipts for the benefit of the general population. Given India's size, community-based structures like the Canadian Nanavut trust for oil receipts, might prove more effective to better address the needs of a large and diverse country. Benefits of local funds include their independence from central government, ability to determine their own priorities and produce democracy building at the community level.
The DMP missed the opportunity to stipulate headline requirements for a national or local fund, such as having a specific purpose, transparent and independent third party management and monitoring, a minimum threshold of community participation to minimize corruption, spending limits and perhaps a space for an international oversight board staffed by civil society representatives and monitored by an international financial institution, as occurred in Chad through the World Bank. The implementation of the private trust mechanism could be given teeth by the policy directing companies to require that the mechanism be part of the financing conditions for the project. The policy already recognizes that mining is an eligible activity for obtaining financial support from financial institutions and commits to taking steps to facilitate financing for exploration and mine development. It would therefore not be a big step for the DMP to require companies to tie practical implementation methods that promote intergenerational equity like the creation of a trust fund into their financing commitments.
Of course, trust funds are not silver bullets to sustainable development as without strong institutions to uphold them they are susceptible to political pressure and mismanagement, as was the case in Chad when the government elected to reassign portions of the oil fund for bureaucratic and security reasons. Without independent management the risk of money not trickling through becomes real but with the building blocks discussed above that could be built into the DMP, trust funds are a potentially powerful private mechanism that can deliver on the policy's sustainable and intergenerational equity compliant vision for mining.
III. CONCLUSIONS ON THE DRAFT MINERAL POLICY
This piece has evaluated the Indian draft mining policy and concludes that the government has offered a disappointingly light version of the rule of law in response to the Supreme Court's direction to produce a more effective, meaningful and implementable policy that supports mineral development and conservation. Although recognizing minerals as common goods and attaching intergenerational equity to mining development, the DMP fails, through a lack of effective implementation policies, to redress the governance imbalances within policy that favour powerful companies. On paper the DMP recognizes constitutional principles but crucially, it lacks the practical measures suggested in this piece, to counter the power of private companies and implement popular sovereignty over mineral resources. Facilitation of doing business is prioritized throughout the policy over any meaningful regulation of private interests that continue to loot the country of its national wealth. The DMP shows that in the field of mining development policy, the rule of law is informed by competing values on private property and public trust, and currently private interests take priority. This resonates with GF's critique 17 that whilst the policy makes some advances on the preceding one, it prioritizes the interests of miners and their lobbies. This piece has suggested some practical measures that could fill the implementation gap and begin to effect the substantive redistribution and democratization of mineral gains across communities and for future generations. The consequences of not addressing this implementation gap may yield adverse socioeconomic results as Indian people feel increasingly alienated by powerful companies whose property rights are prioritized over the peoples' constitutional right to benefit from common mineral resources.
